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About This Game

Land of an Endless Journey is a first-person math puzzle game across different atmospheric landscapes.

Explore the beauty of nature across different landscapes.

Solve math puzzles and pay attention where you move as you might get trapped!

Puzzles difficulty goes up while maintaining the same puzzle size.

Immerse yourself in a surreal world with lovely music.
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As you were sailing in the Northern Sea, you find yourself near a mysterious land with no way to escape but to solve the trails.
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Title: Land of an Endless Journey
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Operation Codename
Publisher:
Operation Codename
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit / Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD Ryzen 3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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If you like tough abstract time puzzles, cool music, and great UI then you should check this game out. If you're a fan of
Stephen's Sausage Roll or other difficult puzzle games like Recursed then you'll be right at home (although from my time so far
this looks to be a smaller game, not that that's bad).. got that game in a sale.
i enjoyed it, imho no too worse cons, therefore a recommendation from me.

pros
* nice music & ambience sounds
* story and scenery
* mini games are more difficult than in most other games of this kind
* you cannot collect items which you "don't know" you need them - you have to "gain" the knowledge to need them first
* liked the "4-part-construction" hidden object minigame

cons
* the spoken dialogs are often "not very enthusiastic" regarding the current scene (e.g. something exciting happens and the
character sounds like she is announcing the news)
* tutorial has not worked (neither on difficult nor on easy difficulty setting) - took me some time to notice the "step back"
button
. a PvZ ripoff I guess.

6/10

still a enjoyable game. Bought this game for the Co-op so have no idea how the singleplayer is.

The game is what it looks like. If you like cooking games or games like Diner Dash you will like this game. What puts this game
apart is (obviously) the VR and the co-op where one of you is the cook(VR) and the other is the waiter(computer). Other then
the skills needed in normal time management games you will need to have good communication skills to succeed in this game.

Now the negatives. No bars/pie chart/countdown counters to let you know when the customer is getting
impatient(blue>yellow>red>leave). Slicing is a little finicky especially when holding the ingredient.

Now yes there could have been more features like in other time management games (some of which Dannyo mentions). But this
game is good enough without them as the best part is the the co-op with the other player. Would I play a campaign mode with
them? As long as it was co-op yeah that would be great! But I don't feel a gaping hole where they should have been.

So if you have another person that will play with you, great game. Otherwise... well go find a review about the singleplayer
gameplay... yeah most of them talk about the co-op soooooo :P. Hands down one of the best cooperative local multiplayer VR
games. Great sense of scale, switching between the two robots is a must. Puzzles are clever, a lot like portal, and the asymmetric
gameplay is really interesting. Great use of roomscale VR, really shows off what the Vive can do.. First of all.. Does the game
even pretend to be Online? Tagged as Singleplayer on the Store page, but having "Online" in a title these days only means one
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thing, it's an MMO. Or at least a multiplayer game, or at LEAST online(cloud saves doesn't count).

So it starts you off by teaching you things at the start but once you're done with that, then you're kinda on your own, and game is
not even tagged as a Sandbox. Menus are hard to navigate, and spells are clunky to cast. I didn't get very far, and when you die
in the game, all UI closes down, and you're not told what to do, or how to be brought back to life. If you try open menus, it'll
close down after 1 second, meaning you can't really do much. Even to have to get to exit->load needs the right timing and click
coordination.
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A very fun fan-focused anime game for AW and SAO fans.

The graphics are certainly not on par with most of the mainstream games nowadays but is kind of not bad when comparing with
other Jrpgs in the same genre.

The story is impressive, there are so many characters you can try and actually use, but its somewhat confusing for some one who
is not familiar with both titles.(the characters are just so many and some simply don't get enough focus to shine, but to whom
watched or read AW/SAO novels or anime series, its a big bonus+)

The combat is smooth and kind of intuitive once you've learned the rope(I'm using Steam Controller), the character skills are
very lore-friendly, AW characters and SAO characters have different system for skills and its nicely balanced.

There's not too much grinding to finish the main story but if you want to clear some of the side quests, you have to level up your
characters more.

In all and in my humble opinion, this is a MUST HAVE for anyone who likes AW or SAO.. Meh its fine i guess.. Fun little
word game. It's nice to have something to kill 5 or 10 minutes. This avid crossword solver approves!

Edit: took me about 10 hours to get the trophies, at which point the only thing to do is dailies. Which should still be about 5
minutes a day every day. Not a bad value.. I'm enjoy that game 83/100. p fun $6 video game however there needs to be liberals
in game that i can shoot and kill. AAAAAAAAAAAH a "REDHEAD" >-< -> buy D: <3 !. REVIEWING PC VERSION
Luna is a really specific piece when taken from the point of view of the PC gamer. It's a game made out of poetry. Because of
it, writing of this review wasn't simple. Read further to find out more - TL;DR and conclusion at the very end.

When I was buying this game, there were plenty of reviews concerning the VR version of it but I didn't find any review about
the PC version. Therefore, I made a flip-a-coin decision after which I decided to buy the game, even though there were some
cons speaking against the purchase: short story, repetitiveness, lack of replaybility, lack of challenge plus no VR experience for
which it was made previously and actually no "easter-eggs" or special game concepts in PC version. The price of 10,5 Euros
could have been also taken into account by some gamers but when it comes to independent developers, I close my eyes and just
buy it.

The game itself is a complete dream, poetry made into the game. It's just a contemplative piece, although there isn't even a
single word spoken. The story's still heartmoving somehow as you are playing as the Bird (Nightingale?) finding his way home.
The quests are made as puzzle which may be easily solved on the computer. However, cons stated in previous paragraphs still
count. Therefore I recommend every PC player to think the purchase twice. The player must know he's a poet in his heart and
he didn't come to play this game but to have an aesthetic experience with some interaction. For better experience, it's good to
play the game in the evening or during the night which actually helps to achieve the contemplative feeling effectively. If you
just want to have solid gameplay experience and aren't interested in poetry of the game at all, just don't buy it (for PC, VR
experience may be different but I can't have an opinion on that now).

TL;DR (REVIEWING PC VERSION)
Pros:
+aesthetic experience (but reduced because of NO VR)
+heartmoving story of the Bird when finding his way home
+interesting game concept and environments
(may be added) +independent developers

Cons:
-lack of replaybility
-quest-repetitiveness
-short gameplay
(may be added) - price

As you see, it's very hard to make a conclusion from equal number of pluses and minuses. Nevertheless, personally I
recommend this game but only to those who are poets somehow, as I stated before and I still think there may be some poet PC
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gamers which may be disappointed by the game. Other types of gamers will probably dislike the game as a whole.. This is not
worth the download. I never have to get up and sit repeatedly again. An amazing miraculous cure for the evil DeJa Vu.. This was
a weird one. Buy it if its on sale. Other wise maybe give this one a pass.
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